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ABSTRACTS 
The purpose of the abstracts is to give sufficient information 
about the subject matter of each publication to enable readers to 
decide whether to read it. No review or evaluation is intended. 
Printing is arranged so that individual entries may be cut or 
mounted for filing in a five-by-three inch system. We hope to 
publish annual and cumulative subject indices, using a systematic 
vocabulary that may differ from the indexing terms, chosen at 
present without vocabulary control. 
Readers are invited to send reprints, autoabstracts, correc- 
tions, additions, and notices of publications that have been 
overlooked. Be sure to include complete bibliographic informa- 
tion. We need volunteers willing to cover one or more journals 
for this department. 
Mr, 46 #3255 means that the item is numbered 3255 in volume 46 
of Mathematical Reviews. RZ 1973 #3A14 means that the item is 
numbered 3A14 in the third number of the 1973 volume of the 
Referativny Zhurnal. 
Alpha. Mathematische SchUlerzeitschrift, Volk und 
Wissen Berlin, DDR (Vokseigener Verlag), bimonthly 
1967- . Each issue contains a biographical or 
historical article. HISTORY OF MATHEMATICS IN 
EDUCATION. POPULARIZATION. 
D EUDONNf, Jean 1974 Cours de g&m&rie algebrique 
1. Aper$u historique sur de d&eloppement de la 
g&m&rie algebrique Presses Universitaires de France 
234 p A historical survey of ALGEBRAIC GEOMETRY. 
Chapters on prehistory (-400 to 1630), exploration 
(1630-1795), golden age of PROJECTIVE GEOMETRY (1630- 
1795), B. RIEMANN and BIRATIONAL GEOMETRY (1850-1866), 
chaotic development (1866-1920), new structures 
(1920-1950), SHEAVES and SCHEMAS (1950- ), recent 
results and unsolved problems. 
STROMMER, Gyula 1974 Der “Euclides Danicus” von Mohr 
Alpha (Mat SchUlerzeitschrift, Volk u Wissen 
Vokseigener Verlag, Berlin, DDR) 28-29 GEOR MOHR. 
MASCHERONI CONSTRUCTIONS. POPULARIZATIONS. (Transl 
from Kbzepiskolai Mat Lapok, Budapest 8/9 1972). 
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DOBROVOLSKI I, V A 1974 Ocherki razvitiya analiticheskoi 
teorii differenzialnykh uravnenii (Essays on the 
development of the ANALYTICAL THEORY OF DIFFERENTIAL 
EQUATIONS). Kiev (“Vishcha shkola”, Kiev State 
University), 455 p. Two parts: NONLINEAR DIFFEREN- 
TIAL EQUATIONS and LINEAR DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS in 
the XIX and XX centuries to the present, with special 
emphasis on EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS, THEOREMS, 
SINGULAR POINTS, SERIES SOLUTIONS, relations with the 
theory of ALGEBRAIC EQUATIONS, etc. Bibliography 
covering 282 authors, 92 in Cyrillic, the rest in 
Latin alphabet. Numerous small portraits in the text. 
Unfortunately no index, even of names. 
GALILEO GALILEI 1974 Two New Sciences. Translated, 
with Introduction and Notes, by Stillman Drake 
University of Wisconsin Press, 323 p. GALILEO. 
KINEMATICS. KINETICS. MECHANICS. STATICS. 
Introduction (22 p), glossary (7 p), new translation 
of the Discorsi (1638) with comments, an appendix on 
centers of gravity (20 p), an added day on the force 
of percussion (26 p), bibliography of principal 
editions and translations, and index. Two further 
volumes are planned. The first will include the 
“Fifth Day” and documents, fragments, and correspon- 
dence. The second will contain detailed notes 
omitted from this translation, further documents and 
correspondence, and a general biographical and 
historical of Galileo’s physics. 
D OPHANTUS OF ALEXANDRIA 1974 Deofant dleksandriiskii. 
drifmetika i Kniga o Mnogougolnykh Chislakh 
(Arithmetic and Book on Polygonal Numbers), translated 
from the Greek by I N Veselovski, edited with commen- 
tary by I G Bashmakova, Moscow (Nauka), 326 p. 
ALGEBRA. ARITHMETIC. DIOPHANTUS. NUMBER THEORY. 
POLYGONAL NUMBERS. The first Russian translation 
of the extant works of Diophantus with extensive 
commentary including TRANSLATIONS of the notes of 
P. FERMAT and discussion of Diophantus in relation 
to twentieth century mathematics. Based primarily on 
Tannery editions. Appendices give a summary of the 
equations in the Arithmetic and a glossary of the 
symbols of Heron. 
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PATTERSON, Andrew M 1974 Leonard J. Savage Papers 
(A descriptive list of Manuscript Group Number 695, 
Yale University, Sterling Memorial Library, Manu- 
scripts and Archives), New Haven, Connecticut, 86 p. 
(Photocopy of typescript). LEONARD J SAVAGE. 
MANUSCRIPTS. BAYESIAN STATISTICS. STATISTICS 
FOUNDATIONS. The manuscripts and other materials 
are contained in 64 archive boxes and 5 cartons 
totalling 30 linear feet, and are divided- into 6 
series : correspondence (845 folders containing 
correspondence with more than 500 persons and 
organizations); personal papers and memorabilia 
(23 folders); addresses and writings (169 folders); 
teaching material and notes, (47 folders); writings 
of Bruno de Finetti, (113 folders and a box of books); 
and presentation copies of books (4 cartons). 
LOWRY, S Todd 1974 The archaeology of the circulation 
concept in economic theory Journal of the History 
of Ideas 35, 429-444 CIRCLE METAPHOR (CIRCULATION). 
CIRCULAR MOTION. COPERNICUS. ECONOMICS. FIBONACCI. 
ORESME. Historical sketch of the central role of 
circular motion in formulating world views and its 
ingress into economic theory. (C-V. Jones) 
EDDY, John A 1974 Astronomical alignment of the Big 
Horn medicine wheel Science 184 (7 June 1974), 
1035-1043 ASTRONOMY. PREHISTORIC MATHEMATICS. 
“Cairns of an unexplained Amerindian rock pattern 
appear to have been aligned to the summer solstice.” 
HUND, Friedrich 1974 The History of Quantum Theory. 
Translated by Gordon Reece from Geschichte der 
Quantentheorie, Mannheim, 1967. London (Harrap), 
260 p. DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS. MATRIX THEORY. 
PROBABILITY. A survey (195 p.) of the history of 
QUANTUM PHYSICS from 1900 to 1927, especially the 
work of A. EINSTEIN, E. RUTHERFORD, M. PLANCK, 
N. BOHR, J. JEANS, L. DE BROGLIE; further develop- 
ments (17 p); appendix outline of QUANTUM MECHANICS 
(32 p.), list of research centres, many tables 
and figures, group portraits of the Solvay Congresses 
of 1911 and 1927. 
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PETROVA, S S 1974 Sur 1 ‘histoire des demonstrations 
analytiques du theorbme fondamental de l+algZ?bre 
Historia Mathematics 1, 255-261 FUNDAMENTAL THEOREM 
OF ALGEBRA. J D'ALEMBERT. 
FRISINGER, H. Howard 1974 Mathematicians in the 
history of meteorology: the pressure-height problem 
from Pascal to Laplace HM 1, 263-286 D BERNOULLI. 
P. BOUGUER. J CASSINI. J DE LUC. G FONTANA. 
E HALLEY. J F HENNERT. R HOOKE. S HORSLEY. 
J H LAMBERT. P S LAPLACE. G LEIBNIZ. E MARIOTTE. 
METEOROLOGY. J PLAYFAIR. PRESSURE-HEIGHT. J WALLIS. 
GUPTA, Radha Charan 1974 An Indian form of third 
order Taylor series approximation of the sine 
HM 1, 287-289 APPROXIMATION. INDIAN MATHEMATICS. 
SINE. TAYLOR SERIES. 
SZABO, Arpad 1974 “Die Muse der Pythagoreer: zur 
Frtihgeschichte der Geometrie HM 1, 291-316 
GEOMETRY. GREEK MATHEMATICS. PROPORTIONS. 
PYTHAGOREANS. EUCLID 115, 116, 1111, 1114. 
KING, David A. 1974 On medieval Islamic multiplication 
tables HM 1, 317-323 ARAB MATHEMATICS. MEDIEVAL 
ISLAMIC MATHEMATICS. TABLES. 
ROGERS, Leo 1974 History of mathematics at teachers 
conferences in England, Easter 1974 HM 1, 325-326 
HISTORY IN MATHEMATICS EDUCATION. 
WHITESIDE, D T and J W HERIVEL 1974 Newton and 
Kepler Nature 248 (19 April), 634 A letter from 
the former and reply from the latter, dealing with 
connections between the ideas of D T W and I B Cohen 
on the influence of KEPLER on NEWTON. 
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KAC, Mark 1974 Hugo Steinhaus -- A reminiscence 
and a tribute Amer Math Monthly 81, 572-581 
H. STEINHAUS. BIOGRAPHY. ANECDOTES. AXIOM OF 
DETERMINANCY. S. BANACH. BANACH ALGEBRAS. 
GAME THEORY. D HILBERT. LEBESGUE MEASURE. 
A MICHELSON. POLAND. ROETTINGEN. SELF-FOLDING 
DODECAHEDRON. A brief sketch of his life and work 
with personal anecdotal details. (H S Tropp) 
WALLACE, William A 1974 Causality and Scientific 
Explanation Vol II: Classical and Contemporary 
Science Ann Arbor (Univ of Michigan Press) 433 p 
PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE and METHODOLOGY OF SCIENCE 
in XVII, XVIII, XIX, XX with emphasis on CAUSALITY. 
References to mathematics and MATHEMATICISM are 
recoverable from the index. 
MEDVEDEV, F A 1974 Pazvitie ponyatiya integrala 
(Development of the concept of the integral) 
Moscow (Nauka) 423 p INTEGRATION. ANCIENT and 
MEDIEVAL (34 p), XVI, XVII through Barrow (38 p), 
NEWTON and LEIBNIZ (68 p), CAUCHY INTEGRAL (30 p), 
RIEMANN INTEGRAL (46 p), LEBESGUE INTEGRAL and 
equivalents (67 p), STIELTJE'S INTEGRAL (86 p). 
BIBLIOGRAPHY of 819 titles. Person index. 
GOE, George & B L VAN DER WAERDEN & Arthur I MILLER 
1974 Comments on Miller’s “The myth of Gauss’ 
experiment on the Euclidean nature of physical 
space.” Isis 65(226), 83-87 C F GAUSS. NON- 
EUCLIDEAN GEOMETRY. SURVEYING. 
MEYER, Burnett 1974 An Introduction to Axiomatic 
Systems Boston (Prindle, Weber & Schmidt) 190 p 
AXIOMATICS. TEXTBOOKS WITH HISTORICAL NOTES. An 
introduction to abstract mathematics, intended for 
second-year university students majoring in mathe- 
matics. Chapter 2 (7 p) is “A brief history of the 
axiomatic method.” There are additional historical 
notes in chapters on geometry, logic, set theory, 
algebra, number systems, and topology. (Author 
abstract) 
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Semigroup Forum 7 (1974), l-382. The entire volume, 
containing all four issues, “is dedicated to the two 
men who have been most responsible for the genesis 
of the two main branches of the theory of semigroups, 
A.H. CLIFFORD, mentor for the ALGEBRAIC THEORY OF 
SEMIGROUPS, on the occasion of his 65th birthday, 
and A.D. WALLACE, mentor for the theory of TOPOLOGICAL 
SEMIGROUPS, on the occasion of his 68th birthday.” 
PORTRAITS. (D.E. Zitarelli) 
MILLER, D.D. 1974 A.H. Clifford: The first sixty- 
five years Semigroup Forum 7, 4-9 BIOGRAPHY. 
SEMIGROUPS. H. WEYL. XX. Contains a list of his 
Ph.D. students. (D.E. Zitarelli) 
HOFMANN, K.H. & KOCH, R.J. & MOSTERT, P.W. 1974 
Alexander Doniphan Wallace on his 68th birthday 
Semigroup Forum 7, lo-31 ALEXANDER DONIPHAN 
WALLACE. BIOGRAPAY. BIBLIOGRAPHY. TOPOLOGICAL 
SEMIGROUPS. ALGEBRAIC TOPOLOGY. XX. The account 
includes a summary of his work, a genealogical chart 
of his Ph.D. students., and sections on his philoso- 
phical outlook on mathematics and views on EDUCATION. 
(D.E. Zitarelli) 
PRESTON, G.B. 1974 A.H. Clifford: An appreciation 
of his work on the occasion of his 65th birthday 
Semigcoup Forum 7, 32-57. A.H. CLIFFORD. BIOGRAPHY. 
BIBLIOGRAPHY. SEMIGROUPS. GROUP THEORY. H. WEYL. 
XX. An account of Clifford’s contributions to 
modern algebra, partly chronological, the remainder 
by subject area. Bibliography includes pertinent 
related works. (D.E. Zitarelli) 
KNUTH, Donald E 1974 Computer science and its 
relation to mathematics Amer Math Monthly 81, 
323-343 MATHEMATICS POLICY. SOCIOLOGY OF 
MATHEMATICS. Knuth defines COMPUTER SCIENCE as 
the study of ALGORITHMS and discusses its status 
and role, giving examples and 30 references. 
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DAVIS, Audrey B 1974 Bibliography on Women: With 
Special Emphasis on Their I&les in Science and 
Society, New York (Science History Publications), 
50 p. WOMEN. BIBLIOGRAPHIES. Selected books 
and articles from the Library of Congress Catalogue 
1950-1973, plus titles suggested by collaborators. 
LANCASTER, H 0 1974 A bibliography of statistical 
bibliographies: a seventh list Internat Stat 
rev 42(l), 67-70 STATISTICS. BIBLIOGRAPHIES. 
Lists bibliographies of 10 statisticians, addenda 
to previously listed biographies, subject biblio- 
graphi es, and index. The preceding six biblio- 
graphies are identified. 
CONANT, Dr 6 Byer, W A 1974 Generalized Pythagorean 
theorem American Mathematical Monthly 81, 262-265 
M. GARDNER. LEBESGUE MEASURE. PAPPUS. PYTHAGOREAN 
THEOREM. Generalization to Lebesgue measurable 
sets in m (2 n) - dimensional flats in n-dimensional 
Euclidean space Rn. Erroneous statement about 
Pappus’ generalization. (H S Twp) 
RYBNIKOV, K A 1974 Istoriya matematiki 2nd ed 
Moscow University Press 455 p A TEXTBOOK (1st 
ed 1960-1963) in GENERAL HISTORY OF MATHEMATICS 
(through XIX) at an elementary mathematical level 
for a broad circle of specialists and with a focus 
on HISTORICAL THEORY and the viewpoint of MARXISM- 
LENINISM. BIBLIOGRAPHY for further reading. Many 
PORTRAITS including N D BRASHMAN, P L CHEBISHEV, 
D F EGOROV, S V KOVALEVSKAYA, N I LOBACHEVSKII, 
N N LUZIN, A A MARKOV, M V OSTROGRADSKII , K M 
PETERSON, N E ZHUKOVSKI I. 
SICHA, Jeffrey 1974 A Metaphysics of Elementary 
Mathematics Amherst (Univ of Massachusetts Press), 
444 p Paper $7.50 PHILOSOPHY OF MATHEMATICS. The 
approach is “mild nominalism” viewed as lying between 
NOMINALISM and PLATONISM. 
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KUDRYAVTSEV, P S, editor 1974 voprosy istorii fiziko- 
matematicheskikh nauk (Problems of the history of 
physico-mathematical sciences) Tambov, 224 p 
MEETINGS. Summaries of 148 papers (about 23 on the 
history of mathematics, 27 on mechanics, the rest 
on astronomy and physics) at the 1974 Second All-Union 
Scientific Conference on the History of Physico- 
Mathematical Sciences (Tambov). 
GRABINER, Judith V 1974 Is mathematical truth time- 
dependent? Amer Math Monthly 81, 354-365 L EULER. 
J-L LAGRANGE. NATURE OF MATHEMATICS. TRUTH IN 
MATHEMATICS. The negative answer (mathematics is 
a “human activity ” that has non-destructive but 
fundamental revolutions) is illustrated by the 
RIGORIZATION of CALCULUS in the XIX century and 
its multiple motivations, including the needs of 
EDUCATION. 
SWETZ, Frank 1974 Mathematics Education in China : 
Its Growth and Development MIT Press 
CHINA. ELEMENTARY EDUCATION. SECONDAR?iDkATION. 
From 1860 to 1970, with 200 pages on the period 
since 1949, a 20-page BIBLIOGRAPHY, 23 tables of 
data on curriculum, hours, etc., appendices on 
textbooks, normal schools, a middle school syllabus 
examinations, and lesson plans. 
CAUCHY, hugustin 1974 Oeuvres Compl&tes d'llugustin 
Cauchy Second Series, Vol. 15 Paris (Gauthier- 
Villars) 640 p This final volume consists of an 
introduction by Rend Taton, reprints of miscellaneous 
separate publications and reports to the Academy of 
Sciences before the founding of the Comptes rendus, 
bibliographies of works by and related to Cauchy, an 
index (34 topics), and a table of contents of the 
entire series. 
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DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS 
The following abstracts were prepared by Sheldon Eisenberg from 
Dissertation Abstracts (January 1972 to June 1974). Microfilms 
or Xerox copies of the complete dissertations may be obtained 
from: Xerox University Microfilms, Dissertation Copies, Post 
Office Box 1764, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106. Standard charge is 
$4.00 for microfilm and $10.00 for xerography, plus shipping and 
handling charges, and any applicable taxes. With each abstract 
below is given the order number. 
RODRIGUES, Mariano 1973 The development of the theory 
of linear integral equations up to and including 
the contribution by Ivar Fredholm, 138 pages. 
Doctoral thesis at New York University supervised 
by Prof. William Zlot. (Dissertation Abstracts 34, 
6113-B. Order No. 74-12,860.) N.H. ABEL. IVAR 
FREDHOLM. FOURIER. FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS. LINEAR 
INTEGRAL EQUATIONS. J. LIOUVILLE. C. NEUMANN. 
S.D. POISSON. V. VOLTERRA. A survey up to the 
year 1903. 
DAFFA, Ali A 1973 A brief history of Arabian contri- 
butions to mathematics, 185 pages. Doctoral thesis 
at George Peabody College for Teachers supervised 
by Prof. Francis L. Celauro. (Dissertation Abstracts 
34, 3353-B. Order No. 73-32,624.) ARABIC MATHEMATICS. 
JABIR AL-BATTANI. AL-KHWARIZMI. 
BALL, George William 1972 The Schur index, 122. 
Doctoral thesis at Syracuse University. (Dissertation 
Abstracts 33, 4895-B. Order No. 73-9505.) ABSTRACT 
ALGEBRA. SCHUR INDEX. 
BOHIGAN, Haig Edward 1972 The foundations and 
mathematical models of operations research with 
extensions to the criminal justice system, 306 pages. 
(Dissertation Abstracts 32, 5909-B. Order No. 
72-11,445.) The history and philosophy of OPERATIONS 
RESEARCH, including brief historical sketches of the 
MATHEMATICAL MODELS discussed. 
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BURIOK, Gerald Michael 1972 The influence of 
potential theory on classical complex analysis. 
(Dissertation Abstracts 32, 6513-B.) COMPLEX 
ANALYSIS. POTENTIAL THEORY. The development of 
the concept of HARMONIC MEASURE from T. CARLEMAN 
to F. and R. NEVANLINNA. 
HAMMEL, Arnold Dean 1972 A study of mathematical 
induction, 269 pages. Doctoral thesis at the 
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. 
(Dissertation Abstracts 34, 763-B. Order No. 
73-17,226.) MATHEMATICAL INDUCTION. PASCAL. 
Contains a history of the subject. 
JOINER, James Walter 1972 A history of vector 
analysis, 130 pages. (Dissertation Abstracts 32, 
4071-B. Order No. 72-3827.) J. WILLARD GIBBS. 
HERMANN GRASSMAN. W.R. HAMILTON. OLIVER HEAVISIDE. 
JAMES C. MAXWELL. SIMON STEVIN. A history of 
VECTOR ANALYSIS from Archimedes to the present with 
emphasis on applied rather than abstract vector 
analysis. A brief biography of each major contri- 
butor is given. 
JONES, Francis Leon 1972 A history and development 
of indecomposable continua theory, 206 pages. 
(Dissertation Abstracts 32, 5317-B. Order No. 
72-8710.) KNASTER. POINT SET TOPOLOGY. A 
history of INDECOMPOSABLE CONTINUA THEORY from its 
origins in 1910 to the present. 
RICARDO, Henry J 1972 Invariant subspaces, 196 pages. 
Doctoral thesis at Yeshiva University. (Dissertation 
Abstracts 33, 5400-B. Order No. 73-12,003.) 
INVARIANT SUBSPACE PROBLEM. Historical information 
is provided at the end of each chapter. 
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WEBB, Dean Bessmer 1972 An introduction to the 
history of Fourier Series and the theory of 
integration, 221 pages. (Dissertation Abstracts 
32, 5337-B. Order No. 72-8802.) ANALYSIS. 
MEASURE THEORY. FOURIER SERIES and its relationship 
to generalizations of the DEFINITE INTEGRAL from 
Cauchy to Lebesgue. 
O'MALLEY, Mary Therese 1971 The emergence of the 
concept of an abstract group: On examples for 
college teachers of how mathematics develops, 258 
pages. Doctoral thesis at Columbia University. 
(Dissertation Abstracts 34, 2166-B. Order No. 
73-27,348.) P. ABBATI. N.H. ABEL. A. CAUCHY. 
A. CAYLEY. E. GALOIS. GROUP THEORY. J.L. LAGRANGE. 
P. RUFFINI. 
MERKULOVA, N M 1972 N. E. Zhukovskii kak istorik nauki 
(N E Zhukovskii as a historian of science) Problemy 
istorii matematiki i mekhaniki 1, 119-124 MECHANICS. 
N E ZHUKOVSKII. Eleven publications on history of 
mechanics and hydrodynamics are listed. 
HARRi, R 1972 The Philosophies of Science: An Intro- 
ductory Survey London (Oxford University Press) 
191 p C $3.85 (cloth); C $2.35 (paper) PHILOSOPHY 
OF SCIENCE. POSITIVISM. REALISM. Emphasis is on 
relating philosophy of science to the historical 
schools of philosophy, particularly to positivism 
and realism. The author believes the case against 
positivism "on intellectual, historical, and moral 
grounds, to be overwhelming." A surprising feature 
is the virtually complete ignoring of mathematics. 
CASTONGUAY, Charles 1972 Meaning and Existence in 
Mathematics Vienna (Springer-Verlag) (Library of 
Exact Philosophy 9) 170 p PHILOSOPHY OF 
MATHEMATICS. Although the book is analytical 
rather than historical, there are many references 
to the literature, especially of recent times. 
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MARKUSH, I I 1972 Razvitie asimptotischeskikh 
metodov v teorii differentsialnykh uravnenii na 
Ukraine za gody sovetskoi vlasti (The develop- 
ment of ASYMPTOTIC METHODS in the theory of 
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS in the UKRAINE in the years 
of Soviet power) Nauka i T 7(2), 194-198. 
BELY, YU E L E MAISTROV 1972 12 istorii analogovoi 
vychistlitelnoi tekhniki v pervye gody sovetskoi 
vlasti (From the history of ANALOG COMPUTING 
technology in the first years of Soviet power) 
Nauka i T 7(2), 199-201. USSR. 
MENSHIKOV, I G 1972 K biografii I A Lappo-Danilevskogo 
(On the biography of I A LAPPO-DANILEVSKII) Nauka i 
T 7(2), 201-204. 
MACLEOD, Roy M & James R FRIDAY 1972 Archives of 
British Men of Science London (Mansell) Box of 
microfiches (each frame reproducing one page) of 
which the first is an introduction and index. 
Printed also as a pamphlet (40 p) ARCHIVES. GREAT 
BRITAIN. XIX. XX. Covers private and institutional 
holdings of archival material on 3400 scientists 
whose lives bracket 1890. Here “scientists” 
includes those having obituaries in leading chemical, 
physical, geological, and entomological (but not 
mathematical!) journals, scientist members of the 
Royal Society (here without discrimination against 
mathematicians), and leading contributors to Nature. 
Is the ignoring of mathematicians another sign of the 
suicidal campaign of some mathematicians to convince 
everyone that mathematics is not a science? 
GRANT, Edward 1972 Essay review of Marshall Clagett 
1968 Nicole Oresme and the Medieval Geometry of 
Qualities and Motions... (edited with an introduction, 
English translation, and commentary, Univ. Wisconsin 
Press) Studies in Hist. and Phil. of Science 3, 167- 
182 MEAN SPEED THEOREM. MECHANICS. MERTON RULE. 
NICOLE ORESME. 
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Nauka i Tekhnika 1972 (Science and Technology. 
Questions of history and theory. Materials from 
the annual conference of the Leningrad section of 
the Soviet national society for history and 
philosophy of science and technology.) 7(2), 291 p 
Articles in the section on mathematics, mechanics 
and astronomy (172-204) are abstracted below. 
BOGOLYUBOV, A N 1972 Stanovlenie sovetskogo 
mathematicheskogo estestvoznaniya (The development 
of Soviet mathematical science) Nauka i T 7(2), 
172-175 USSR. 
ERUGIN, H P & A A GUSAK 1972 Razvitie issledovanii 
po matematike v Belorusskoi SSR (The development of 
mathematical research in the BELORUSSIAN SSR) Nauka 
i T 7(2), 175-179. 
LUMISTE, Yu G 1972 Razvitie matematiki v Estonii 
(1917-1972) (The development of mathematics in 
ESTONIA) Nauka i T 7(2), 180-183. 
GAIOUK, Yu M E S A KAKHIYA t$ I A NAUMOV 1972 K istorii 
podgotovki pervogo vsesoyuznogo sezda matemakikov 
(On the history of preparations for the first all 
union meeting of mathematicians) Nauka i T 7 (2)) 
184-187 MEETINGS. USSR. 
DOBROVOLSKII, V A 1972 Razvitie matematik na Ukraine 
za god sovietsoi vlasti (Development of mathematics 
in the UKRAINE in the years of Soviet power) Nauka 
i T 7(2), 188-191. 
MANDRYKA, A P 1972 Komplektovanie akademii nauk SSSR 
spetsialistami po makhanike sploshnoi sredy (The 
recruitment by the Academy of Science of the USSR of 
specialists in the MECHANICS OF CONTINUOUS MEDIA) 
Nauka i T 7(2), 191-194. 
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SCIENCE FOR THE PEOPLE, Madison,Wisconsin Collective 
1973 The AMRC Papers. An Indictment of the Army 
Mathematics Research Center (Science for the 
People, 9 Walden St, Jamaica Plan, Mass 02130) 
119 p. MATHEMATICS POLICY. MILITARY APPLICATIONS. 
SOCIOLOGY OF MATHEMATICS. U.S.A. Argues that the 
AMRC at the University of Wisconsin functions as an 
integral part of the military research establishment 
and works directly on projects related to the Viet 
Nam War, in opposition to the claims of the AMRC 
(e.g. in the Mathematics Research Center White 
Paper, a memorandum distributed to the Univ of 
Wisconsin faculty in January 1974) that it does 
entirely open, unclassified, applied mathematics 
research, freely chosen by its staff and only 
incidently stimulated by or applicable to military 
needs. See also Madison SftP 1974. 
KORENTSOVA, Maiya Mikhailovna 1973/74 Razvitie 
metoda flyuksii v XVIII veke. K. Makloren [The 
development of the method of FLUXIONS in the XVIII 
century. C. MACLAURIN.] Dissertation for Candidate 
of Physico-Mathematical Sciences, Inst Hist of Sci 
and Tech, Acad of Sciences, USSR. Supervisor 
A P Yushkevich. Analysis of the work of Maclauren 
on the CALCULUS and its influence on later mathemati- 
cal development. (S S Demidov) 
CARROLL, Lewis 1973 Istoriya s uzelkami [Stories 
with knots] Translated by Yu A Danilova, edited 
by Ya A Smorodinski. A LEWIS CARROLL (C L Dodgson) 
miscellany -- puzzle stories; problems in arithmetic, 
algebra, geometry, symbolic logic; and varia, with 
a portrait, illustrations by Yu A Vashcenko, an 
occasional note, but no identification of the English 
originals. 
KOCHEV, V A 1973 K voprosy o metodakh integrirovaniya 
obyknovennykh uravneni s polinomialnymi koeffitsien- 
tame [on methods of integrating ORDINARY LINEAR 
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS with polynomial coefficients] 
Tr Uralsk politekhn un-ta (211), 55-67 XIX. 
(RZ 1974 #2A19) (H Sk&a) 
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KLEIN, Felix 1973 Gesananelte Mathematische Abhandlungen 
Reprint of the original edition (1921-1923). Edited 
by R Fricke, A Ostrowski, H Vermeil, and E Bessel- 
Hagen. (Springer-Verlag) 3 vols., 2161 p. Collected 
works. There is no biography, but the foreword to 
each volume contains some commentary: the first 
volume begins with a message of congratulation on 
the fiftieth anniversary (1918) of his doctorate, and 
the appendix in vol. 3 contains lists of courses 
taught, dissertations supervised, and publications. 
LYANTSE, V E 1973 F. Engels i matematika [F. Engels 
and mathematics] Visnik Lvivskogo univ ser mekhano- 
matematichna 8, 3-8, 145 (Ukrainian with Russian 
summary) Origin and development of MATHEMATICAL 
ABSTRACTIONS. (B M Shein) 
MARACCHIA, Silvio 1973 Uno strumento della matematica 
greca: lo gnomone Cultura e scuola (45-46), 337-343 
GNOMON. GREEK MATHEMATICS. INSTRUMENTS. 
CARRUCCIO, Ettore 1973 Le basi filosofiche de1 
pensiero pedagogic0 de Federigo Enriques, in 
Problemi attuali de scienza e di cultura, Atti de1 
convegno int sul tema: storia, pedagogia e 
filosofia della scienza, a celebrazione de1 cent d 
nasc di FEDERIGO ENRIQUES, 7-12 ottobre 1971, Rome 
(Act Naz dei Lincei, Quaderno N 184), 253-263. 
EDUCATION. PHILOSOPHY OF MATHEMATICS. 
SCHUR, Issai 1973 Gesammelte Abhandlungen Edited 
by A Brauer and H Rohrbach (Springer-Verlag) 
3 vols, 1488 p. Collected works. A signed portrait, 
A Brauer’s slightly revised talk on ISSAI SCHUR at 
the 150th anniversary of Humboldt University in 
Berlin in 1960 (pp. v-xiv), reprints of 81 articles 
(beginning with his 1901 thesis and accompanying 
Lebenslauf), three unpublished manuscripts, and a 
list of theses supervised, including six that he 
was unable to see to completion. (Schur was fired 
from his job at Bonn in 1933, fled to Switzerland 
in 1939, and died in Jerusalem in 1941.) 
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SLAVUTIN, Evgenii Iosifovich 1973/1974 Algebraicheskie 
metody v drevnosti (Algebraic methods in ancient 
times) Dissertation for Candidate of Physico- 
Mathematical Sciences, Inst Hist Sci and Tech, Acad 
of Sciences, USSR. Supervisor: I.G. Bashmakova. 
The arithmetica of DIOPHANTUS, its historical roots 
in ancient BABYLONIAN, CHINESE, and INDIAN MATHEMATICS, 
and the work of GREEK predecessors. The content, 
structure, and formalisms of Diophantus. (S S Demidov) 
WALD, Abraham 1973 Sequential Analysis New York (Dover) 
212 p. REPRINT of the 1947 classic that introduced 
SEQUENTIAL ANALYSIS into TESTING STATISTICAL 
HYPOTHESES. 
GUPTA, Radha C 1973 Narayana’s method for evaluating 
quadratic surds The Mathematics Education 7(4), 93- 
96 (Glimpses of ANCIENT INDIAN MATH no. 8) NARAYANA 
PANDITA. SQUARE ROOTS. XIV. 
GORDEVSKII, D Z 1973 Pedagogicheskaya deyatelnost 
Xharkovskogo matematicheskogo obshchestva za 90 let 
ego cushchestvovaniya (1879-1969) [Educational 
activity of the KHARKOV MATHEMATICAL SOCIETY during 
90 years of its existence (1879-1969)] Part I. 
Voprosy metodologii i metodiki prepodavaniya v 
vysshei shkole (Kharkov) 2, 107-116 EDUCATION. 
RUSSIA. UKRAINE. Part I covers 1879-1917. (B M Shein) 
VAN DER WAERDEN, B L 1973 Hamiltons Entdeckung der 
Quaternion (Based on a talk in Hamburg before the 
Joachim Jungius-Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften 
26 June 1973), GBttingen (Vandenhoeck and Ruprecht), 
14 p. W R HAMILTON. HEURISTIC. QUATERNIONS. 
DRAKE, Stillman 1973 Galileo’s “platonic” cosmogony 
and Kepler’s PRODRDMUS. JHA 4, 174-191 CELESTIAL 
MECHANICS. GALILEO. KEPLER. KINEMATICS. 
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STIGLER, Stephen M 1973 Laplace, Fisher, and the 
discovery of the concept of sufficiency. Studies in 
the history of probability and statistics 32 
Biometrika 60, 439-445 The 1920 formulation by 
R A FISHER of SUFFICIENCY in a study of ESTIMATION 
was not anticipated a century earlier by P S 
LAPLACE in a similar investigation related to 
improving upon LEAST SQUARES. 
VOGEL, Kurt 1973 Der Donauraum, Die Wiege Mathematischer 
Studien in Deutschland (The Donau Area, Cradle of 
Mathematical Studies in Germany) Mit drei bisher 
s unverijffentlichten Texten des 15 Jahrhunderts (Neue 
Munchner Beitrage zur Geschichte der Medizin und 
Naturwissenschaften. Naturwissenschaftshistorische 
Reihe 3) Munich (Werner Fritsch) 69 p GERMANY. 
MEDIEVAL MATHEMATICS. XV. In addition to 22 pages 
devoted to the subject of the title, the booklet con- 
tains the publication of a manuscript (Cod. Lat. Mon. 
15558) of a reckoning book from the middle of the 
15th century, accompanied by a glossary and commentary; 
a collection of arithmetic “enigmata” from the first 
quarter of the 15th century; and a work by Puerback on 
calculation of the altitudes of the sun. 
KNOBLOCH, Eberhard 1973 Die mathematischen Studien 
von G. W. Leibniz zur Kombinatorik auf Grund fast 
ausschliesslich handschriftlicher Aufzeichnungen dar- 
gelegt und kommentiert. Studia Leibnitiana Supplementa 
Band XI Wiesbaden (Franz Steiner) 277 p The work 
of G W LEIBNIZ on PERMUTATIONS AND COMBINATIONS, 
SYMMETRIC FUNCTIONS, and PARTITIONS OF INTEGERS as 
reflected in his unpublished MANUSCRIPTS and his 
single publication Dissertatio de arte combinatoria, 
related to his predecessors and contemporaries (inclu- 
ding M MERSENNE, E W TSCHIRNHAUSEN, T OVERBECK, and 
many others)with many references to primary and 
secondary sources. Leibniz’ work on other aspects 
of COMBINATORICS (determinants, elimination, probability, 
games, and economic calculations) is deliberately not 
considered. English summary (pp 242-243). Three 
previously unpublished manuscripts (pp 246-258). 
Index of names and publications. Index of manuscripts. 
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SYMPOSIUM ON COPERNICUS. Proceedings of the American 
Philosophical Society. Vol. 117, No. 6 (Dee 31, 
1973). 413-550. $1. PLANETARY MOTIONS. COMPOSITION 
OF CIRCULAR MOTIONS. Individual papers are listed 
below. 
HARTNER, Willy 1973 Copernicus, the man, the work, 
and its history APSP 117, 413-422 NASIR AL-DIN 
AL-TUSI. SOURCES. 
SWERDLOW, Noel M 1973 The derivation and first draft 
of Copernicus’s planetary theory. A translation of 
the Commentariol us with commentary. APSP 117, 423- 
512 PEURBACH. REGIOMDNTANUS. SOURCES. 
GINGERICH, Owen 1973 From Copernicus to Kepler: 
Heliocentrism as a model and as a reality APSP 
117, 513-522 MODELS. 
GRAFTON, Anthony 1973 Michael Maestlin’s account of 
Copernican planetary theory APSP 117, 523-550 
MICHAEL MAESTLIN. 
SIMONOV, Rem Aleksandrovich 1973/74 Drevnematemati- 
cheskie znaniya i ikh znachenie dlya istoricheskoi 
nauki (Ancient mathematical knowledge and its 
importance for historical science) Dissertation 
for Doctor of Historical Sciences, Dniv of Moscow. 
The mathematical culture of ANCIENT RUSSIA (evolution 
of concepts, changes in NUMERATION, etc.) and its 
relations with the mathematics of BYZANTIUM and 
the SOUTH-WEST SLAVS. Practical conclusions for 
HISTORIOGRAPHY. (S s Demidov) 
MARACCHIA, Silvio 1973 Aristotele e la teoria degli 
insiemi Archimede (l-2), l-7 ARISTOTLE. SET 
THEORY. 
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ZARISKI, Oscar 1973 Collected Papers : volume II. 
Holomorphic Functions and Linear Systems. Edited 
by M Artin and D Mumford. Cambridge, Mass (MIT 
Press) 615 p The second of four volumes. PORTRAIT 
of Zariski as a young man. M Artin writes an 
introduction with bibliography to 8 facsimile 
reprints on HOLOMORPHIC FUNCTIONS. D Mumford simi- 
larly introduces 11 reprints on LINEAR SYSTEMS 
(ALGEBRAIC GEOMETRY), the RIEMANN-ROCH THEOREM, and 
applications. The volumes are part of a series 
Mathematicians of Our Time edited by Gian-Carlo Rota. 
ERDb, Paul 1973 The Art of Counting. Selected 
Writings Edited by Joel Spencer Cambridge, Mass 
(MIT Press) 742 p Vol. 5 of Mathematicians of 
Our Time edited by Gian-Carlo Rota. COMBINATORICS. 
EXTREMA PROBLEMS. GRAPH THEORY. LATIN SQUARES. 
PROBABILITY. SELECTED PAPERS. Published to honor 
Erdlls on his sixtieth birthday. Dedication by 
R Rado, foreword by P Turin, reminiscences by Gy 
Szekeres, commentary by J Spencer, 84 reprinted 
papers and a bibliography of 596(!) papers by 
Erdos. 
MANN, G A 1973 A survey of debug systems Honeywell 
Computer Journal 7, 182-198 COMPUTERS. DEBUG 
LANGUAGE. DEBUG TOOLS. DEBUGGING. PROGRAM SCHEMA. 
SOFTWARE. History and current status of program 
debugging tools with recommendation of a single, 
language-independent external debug support system. 
Bibliography. W S Tropp) 
WILLIAMS, Elizabeth 1973 Metrication in Britain 
The Arithmetic Teacher 20, 261-264 METRICATION. 
An account of recent developments in Great Britain. 
OSEN, Lynn M 1973 Kovalevsky, Noether, and that’s all? 
Houghton Mifflin Mathematics News (March), 7, 12 
KOVALEVSKY. EMILIE NOETHER. WOMEN IN MATHEMATICS. 
A condensed chapter from the author’s 
book Women in Mathematics (Fall 1973, MIT Press). 
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GRAY, Andrew 1973 Lord Kelvin. An Account of His 
Scientific Life and Work Reprint of the original edition 
of 1908. New York (Chelsea) 316 p US $7.50 GLASGOW 
UNIVERSITY. JAMES THOMSON (1786-1849). WILLIAM 
THOMSON (LORD KELVIN). REPRINTS OF CLASSICS. A popular 
scientific biography. 
ZASLAVSKY, Claudia 1973 Africa Counts Boston (Prindle, 
Weber, & Schmidt) 338 p $12.50 AFRICAN MATHEMATICS. 
ANCIENT MATHEMATICS. ARCHITECTURE. ART. CHRONOMETRY. 
COMPUTATION. FINGER RECKONING. GEOMETRY. GESTURE 
COUNTING. MAGIC SQUARES. MENSURATION. MONEY. NUMBER 
MYSTICISM. NUMERATION. PREHISTORIC MATHEMATICS. 
RECREATIONS. The first book-length effort to counter 
the neglect and denigration of African mathematics. 
Written in a popular style, but with a bibliography of 
193 titles (most of which are not familiar in the 
historical literature of mathematics) and citations to 
this bibliography (unfortunately, without page references). 
The cultural, economic, political, and material environ- 
ment in relation to mathematics are stressed. There is 
a section on geometric symmetries in African art by 
D W Crowe, and many fine photographs, drawings and 
maps. Biographical notes on Marianne Schmidl (an 
Austrian pioneer in the study of African mathematics 
who perished in an annihilation camp during World War 
II), D W Crowe, and Frank E Chapman, Jr. (who is writing 
on science in Africa from a prison cell to which in 
1961 he was sentenced to life at the age of nineteen!) 
EDGAR, William J* 1973 Is intuitionism THE epistemically 
serious foundation for mathematics? Philosophia 
Mathematics 10(2), 113-133 INTUITIONISM. L E J 
BROUWER. 
PEDOE, Dan 1973 The Gentle Art of Mathematics (Reprint 
of 1959 first edition published by Macmillan) New York 
(Dover) 143 p POPULARIZATIONS WITH HISTORICAL ENRICH- 
MENT. REPRINTS. Includes two letters from Newton to 
Pepys on combinatorial probability. There is also a 
Penguin reprint (1963, 1965, 1969). 
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KEAN, David W 1973 The computer and the countess 
Datamation 26 (May) , 60-63 CHARLES BABBAGE. 
COUNTESS LOVELACE. COMPUTERS. A popular account 
of Lady Lovelace and her attempt to collaborate 
with Babbage in the use of his analytic engine to 
bet on horse races! 
TURNER, G L’E 4 T H LEVERE 1973 van Marum's 
Scientific Instruments in Teyler's Museum Vol. IV 
of Martinus van Marum Life and Work, edited by 
E Lefebvre and J G de Brui jn Leyden (Noordhoff 
International) 401 p INSTRUMENTS. MUSEUMS. 
TEYLER'S MUSEUM. XVIII. After chapters on the 
eighteenth century (Turner), Teyler’s Museum (Levere), 
and the interaction of ideas and instruments in the 
work of Martinus Van Marum (Levere), Part II (pp. 127- 
355) is a descriptive catalogue of Van Marum’s 
scientific instruments in the museum (350 items 
illustrated by 314 photographs). Seventeen plates, 
bibliography (13 p), Van Marum’s inventory corre- 
lated with the catalogue. 
SAPOJNIKOFF, Victor K & SAPOJNIKOFF, David K 1973 
Structure and evolution in mathematics since Goedel 
Phil. Math. 10, 3-36 CATEGORY THEORY. FORMALISM. 
PHILOSOPHY OF MATHEMATICS. XX. A far-ranging dis- 
cussion of the nature of mathematics and its relation 
to the physical world. 
GOODSTEIN, R L 1973 Thomas Arthur Alan BROADBENT 
Bull L&n Math Sot 5, 355-357 Obituary. 
HIRSCH, Guy 1973 Peut-on prevoir l*&olution de la 
mathgmatique? (Can one predict the evolution of mathe- 
matics?) Archives de 1'Institut international des 
sciences thgoriques (17) HISTORICAL THEORY. The author 
argues in the negative with examples chosen from the 
history of mathematics since the 17th century. 
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SPRUYT, A G 1972 Een toeristische ontmoeting met 
Hamilton (A touristic meeting with Hamilton) Ned. 
Tijdschr v Natuurkunde 16 (12 October), 273 
WILLIAM ROWAN HAMILTON. MONUMENTS. Brief commemora- 
tive note on the discovery of quaternions (16 
October, 1843), with a photograph (see below) of 
the commemorative plaque placed on the site (H'bridge, 
Carnlough Road, on the Royal Canal facing the tow 
path between Dublin-West and Finglas) by De Valera. 
ANON 1972 The fiftieth anniversary of the formation of 
the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics Ukrainian 
Mathematical Journal 24(6), 579-581 An editorial 
summarizing the achievements in mathematical research 
in the USSR, especially in the UKRAINE. 
GUPTA, R C 1972 Baudhayana's value of 42. (Glimpses 
of ancient Indian mathematics, no. 3) The Mathematics 
Education 6, 77-79 BAUDHAYANA. ROOTS OF NUMBERS. 
The author describes a four-term approximation dating 
from the pre-Christian era and compares it with other 
formulas including that of the Babylonians. 
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CRANE, Diana 1972 Invisible Colleges. Diffusion of 
Knowledge in Scientific Communities Chicago 
(University of Chicago Press) 223 p $9 
GROWTH OF SCIENCE. INVISIBLE COLLEGES. SOCIOLOGY 
OF SCIENCE. The first full-length study of the 
"invisible college": "A small group of highly- 
productive scientists who, sharing the same field 
of study, communicate with one another and thus 
monitor the rapidly-changing structure of 
knowledge in their field." The author is particu- 
larly interested in patterns of growth and 
development. One of the two fields selected for 
study was mathematics, and the book contains 
cumulative graphs of the numbers of publications 
in finite groups, invariants, rings, and small 
groups. There is also some data on citation 
networks. 
O'KEEFFE, Vincent 1972 Mathematical-musical relation- 
ships: a bibliography The Mathematics Teacher 65, 
315-324 MUSIC. BIBLIOGRAPHIES. Comments followed 
by a bibliography on the relationship between 
mathematics and music, including ancient treatises 
and material on the history of the relationship, 
contemporary works concerning music and computers, 
mathematical methods of musical composition and 
analysis, and musico-acoustical phenomena utilizing 
mathematical principles. 
MORGAN, Brian 1972 Men and discoveries in mathematics 
London (John Murray) 235 p GENERAL HISTORIES. 
POPULARIZATIONS. One of a series (others on chemistry 
and electricity) by Morgan, who here offers anecdotal 
history from Ahmes to Von Neumann, exposition of 
elementary topics, unexplained mention of advanced 
topics, and an eclectic view of mathematics in its 
social context. 
STIGLER, Stephen M 1972 Simon Newcomb, Percy Daniell, 
and the History of Robust Estimation 1885-1920 
(Technical Report 319) Madison (University of 
Wisconsin Press) P DANIELL. F Y EDGEWORTH. 
F GALTON. LAPLACE. S NEWCOMB. ROBUST ESTIMATION. 
W F SHEPPARD. A history with emphasis on ideas 
related to those important today. 
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RADCHENKO, M F 1972 K istorii metoda kinetostatiki 
(On the history of the Kinetic-static method) 
Problemy istorii matematiki i mekhaniki 1, 139-145 
STATIC METHODS IN DYNAMICS. EQUILIBRIUM OF FORCES. 
Discusses the contributions of Euler, LaGrange, 
Poisson, Delauney, D'Alembert, and Ostrogradskii. 
HERMANN, Armin 1972 Lexicon Geschichte der Physik A-Z. 
Biographien, S;ichworter, Originalschriften und 
Sekundarliteratur Cologne (Deubner) 423 p DM 74 
BIOGRAPHICAL REFERENCE WORKS. PHYSICS. REFERENCE 
WORKS. A joint work of the Center for the History of 
Science and Technology at the University of Stuttgart. 
No portraits, but numerous facsimiles of pages and 
manuscripts. 
BEDINI, Silvio A 1972 The Life of Benjamin Banneker 
New York (Charles Scribner's Sons) 434 p us $4.95 
ALMANACS. BENJAMIN BANNEKER. THOMAS JEFFERSON. 
MATHEMATICAL PRACTITIONERS. CLOUDS. SURVEYING. 
USA. A personal and scientific biography, with 
critical analysis of the previous literature, documents 
(36 pages), a list of the literature (31 pages), and 
annotated bibliography (28 pages). 
WILLARD, Dallas 1972-1973 Husserl's essay "On the 
concept of numbers" with a translation of "On the 
concept of number: Psychological analysis" by 
Edmund Husserl (1887) Philosophie Mathematics 9, 
40-52; 10, 37-87 EDMUND HUSSERL. NUMBER CONCEPT. 
PSYCHOLOGICAL THEORY OF NUMBER. A 4-page essay on 
Husserl (whose collected works reached volume 12 
in 1970), followed by a translation of his 
"Habilitationsschrift." 
DOBROVOLSKII, V A 1972 Sur l'histoire de la classi- 
fica$ion des points singuliers des e'quations 
differentielles (On the history of the classifica- 
tion of singular points of differential equations) 
Revue d'histoire des sciences et de leur applications 
25(l), 3-11 SINGULAR POINTS OF DIFFERENTIAL 
EQUATIONS. SINGULAR POINTS OF ANALYTIC FUNCTIONS. 
H POINCARE. N E ZHUKOVSKY. The author argues for 
the priority of Zhukovsky in 1876. 
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YOUNG, W H & YOUNG, Grace Chisholm 1972 The Theory 
of Sets of Points Second edition Revised reprint 
of the original (1906) with a new preface.and 
additional appendix by RCH Tanner and I Grattan- 
Guinness New York (Chelsea Publishing Co) 342 p 
SET THEORY. POINT SET TOPOLOGY. CARDINAL NUMBERS. 
CONTENT. ORDER. REPRINTS. The revisions consist 
of correcting errors, the addition of an appendix 
based on notes by Grace C Young, and appropriate 
modifications related to these. The preface contains 
interesting biographical comments by Dr Tanner, who 
is the eldest daughter of the Youngs. 
NIKOLSKII, S M 1972 Some reminiscences of A. I. 
Maltsev Russian Mathematical Surveys 27, 179-187 
A I MALTSEV. XX. USSR. 
DYSON, Freeman J 1972 Missed opportunities 
Bulletin Amer Math Sot 78, 635-652 APPLIED 
MATHEMATICS. FEYNMAN SUMS. GENERAL COORDINATE 
INVARIANCE. HEURISTIC INVARIANTS. KINEMATICAL 
TRANSFORMATION GROUPS. LIE ALGEBRAS. MATHEMATICAL 
PHYSICS. MAXWELL EQUATIONS. NUMBER THEORY. QUANTUM 
MECHANICS. QUATERNIONS. Describes occasions during 
the past century when mathematicians and physicists 
lost chances of making discoveries by failing to 
talk to each other. Among the prominent names men- 
tioned are Einstein, Feynman, Gibbs, Grassmann, 
Maxwell, Minkowski, and Ramanujan. The J W Gibbs 
lecture under AMS auspices, 17 January 1972. 
(Abstracted by D E Kullman) 
GERARDY, Pat 1972 Ein unveroffentlicher Brief von 
C F Gauss an PHL von Boguslawski (An unpublished 
letter from C F Gauss to PHL von Boguslawski 
Mitt Gaussgesellschaft Gattingen 9, 51-54 C F GAUSS. 
P H L VON BOGUSLAWSKI. CORRESPONDENCE. Brief vom 
22.2.1840. Wortlaut. Ermittlung des unbekannten 
Adressaten. Liste der Briefe Gauss-Boguslawski. 
(Abstracted by P A T Gerardy) 
ANONYMOUS 1972 On the 50th anniversary of the formation 
of the USSR Mathematical Notes 12(5-6), 831 (Trans- 
lated from Matematicheskie Zametki 12(6), 653-654) 
USSR. XIX. XX. 
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GIARD, Lute, 1972 la “dialectique rationelle” de 
Gergonne Revue d’histoire des sciences et de leur 
applications 25 [Thales 14 (1970-1971)], 97-124 LOGIC. 
SET INCLUSION. J D GERGONNE. Analysis of Gergonne’s 
article in his Annales of 1816-17 entitled “Essai 
de dialectique rationelle,” in which, among other 
things, he analyzes the five possible relations be 
between two classes, including inclusion. 
ANON 1972 TADYA PEYOVITCH. Publications de 1'Inst 
Mathgmatique (NS) 14(28), 5-8 On the occasion of 
his 80th birthday, with a bibliography. 
WEINER, Charles, Editor, assisted by Elspeth Hart 1972 
Exploring the History of Nuclear Physics. Proc of 
the Ameiican Institute of Physics/American Academy 
of Arts and Sciences Conferences on the History of 
Nudlear Physics, 1967 and 1969 New York (Center for 
History of Physics, American Institute of Physics) 
291 p US $10.00 NUCLEAR PHYSICS. The foreword by 
I B Cohen and V F Weisskopf point out, among other 
things, the necessity of correcting the widespread 
neglect of history on the part of scientists. After 
reports on the sessions of the two conferences 
(“Emergence and Growth of Nuclear Physics as a 
Research Field”, 1967; “The Role of Theory in the 
Development of Nuclear Physics,” 1967), appendices 
including a paper on prospects for historical 
research, a list of data resources for research on 
the history of nuclear physics, and a brief description 
of documentary materials and oral history interviews 
for the history of nuclear physics. 
BLACKMORE, John T 1972 Ernst Mach: His Life, Work, 
and Influence (University of California Press) 
435 p $16.95 ERNST MACH. PHILOSOPHY OF MATHEMATICS. 
PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE. PHYSICS. PORTRAITS. 
A wide-ranging biography, concentrating on his work 
in physics, philosophy of science, and education. 
The author is critical of Mach’s philosophy which he 
characterizes as idealist and “presentational” in 
contrast to the common-sense realist and “representa- 
tional” philosophy that he identifies with working 
scientists. Interesting references to mathematics 
and mathematicians. 
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RAKCHEEV, E N 1972 Razvitie issledovanii kasatelnykh 
napryazhenii pri izgibe (The development of the 
study of tangential shear under bending) Problemy 
istorii matematiki i mekhaniki 1, 125-132 BEAMS. 
FRAMES. FRAMED STRUCTURES. BENDING STRESS. 
WILLERDING, Margaret F 1972 Figurate numbers school 
Science and Mathematics 72, 151-158 FIGURATE 
NUMBERS. An introduction to plane figurate numbers. 
Tables and diagrams. 
BRADLEY, A Day 1972 The three-point problem The 
Mathematics Teacher 65, 703-706 THREE-POINT 
(POTHENOT) PROBLEM. SURVEYING. W SNELL. JOHN 
TOPHAM. L POTHENOT. THE LADIES DIARY. A brief 
history. Topham's solution (The Ladies Diary, 1724) 
is described. 
READ, Cecil B 1972 What is an abundant number? 
School Science and Mathematics 72, 249-250 
ABUNDANT NUMBERS. A survey of different definitions. 
Twenty sources. 
UNGURU, Sabetai 1972 Witelo and thirteenth-century 
mathematics: an assessment of his contributions 
ISIS 63, 496-508 MITELo (VITELO). x111. 
STOILOW, Simion 1972 Matematica si vista (Mathematics 
and Life) Bucharest (Editura Academiei Rep Sot 
Romania) 196 p SIMON STOILOW (SELECTED WORKS, 
BIOGRAPHY, AUTOBIOGRAPHY). PHILOSOPHY OF MATHEMATICS. 
DAVID EMMANUEL. GHEORGHE TITEICA. DIMITRIE POMPEIU. 
SIMION SANIELEVICI. ALEXANDRU PROCA. HENRI 
LEBESOUE. EMILE BOREL. JANOS BOLYAI. PAUL PAINLEVE. 
xx. ROMANIA. TOPOLOGY. USSR. N LOBACHEVSKII. 
CHANDOR, Anthony, with John Graham & Robin Williamson 
1970 A Dictionary of Computers (Penguin Books, 
reprinted 1970, 1972) L5O 407 p COMPUTERS. 
DICTIONARIES. Dictionaries are important sources and 
and working tools of the historian of mathematics. 
This one for a special field points up the 
shocking lack of adequate dictionaries for 
mathematics as a whole. 
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ANON 1972 Jurii Vladimirovi: Linnik Teor verojatnost 
i Primenen 17, 535 (MR 46, #3260) YURII 
VLADIMIROVICH LINNIK (1914-1972). Obituary. 
FALLIN, H K, Jr & GOULD, H W 1972 Chronological 
Bibliography of the Cauchy Integral Theorem 
(Mathematics Monongaliae 10, 1965) Revised edition 
Morgantown, West Virginia (West Virginia University 
Press) 32 pages CAUCHY INTEGRAL THEOREM. 
BIBLIOGRAPHIES. A five-page introduction and 17-page 
bibliography is supplemented in the second edition 
by bibliographic notes on the Jordan curve theorem, 
topological analysis, and polygenic functions, plus 
additions to the main bibliography. These bring the 
total number of references on the Cauchy integral 
theorem to 184. There is also a statistical chart 
showing the number of publications in lo-year 
periods. 
WE [LING, Franz 1972 Geschichtliche Notizen zur 
Entwicklung der Regressionsanalyse Biometrische 2 
14, 164-177 REGRESSION. CORRELATION. F GALTON. 
C KREIL. J J LITTROW. K PEARSON. G U YULE. 
BIOMETRICS. LEAST SQUARES. The development of 
concepts of regression and correlation by Galton, 
Pearson, and Yule, with a discussion of their 
precursors. Author shows that regression analysis 
(though not the term) was well-known before the 
Galton period. In particular, the formulas for total 
and partial regression were calculated by the method 
of least squares as early as 1818. 
CHAMBADAL, 1972 Formulaire de mathgmatiques ler cycle 
conforme aux programmes du 4 f&rier 1972 Paris 
(Gauthier-Villars) 168 p HANDBOOKS. Summarizes 
what Bourbaki expects every college mathematics 
student to know. 
BRUNSCHVICG, L 1972 Les Etapes de la Philosophie 
Mathgmatique (Reprint of the first edition of 1912 
with a preface by J-T. Desanti and omissions of the 
author's avant props) Paris (A. Blanchard) 
601 p Fr. 48 REPRINTS. PHILOSOPHY OF MATHEMATICS. 
The preface (9 pages) considers the significance of 
the work in the light of later developments. 
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BABINI, Jos6, Editor 1972 Gotifredo Guillermo Leibniz, 
Isaac Newton. El C~lculo Infinitesimal. Origen. 
PO&mica Introducci6n de Jos6 Babini. Buenos Aires 
(Editorial Universitaria de Buenos Aires) 199 p 
CALCULUS. LEIBNIZ. NEWTON. SOURCE BOOKS. WALLIS. 
Spanish translation for primary sources on the inven- 
tion of differential and integral calculus with 
interspersed commentary by the editor. Included are 
letters to and from Newton, Leibniz, Wallis, and 
several other scholars, as well as excerpts from key 
publications of the leading personalities. 
GRATTAN-GUINNESS, I 1972 A note on some elementary 
arithmetic algorithms Int. J. Math. Educ. Sci. 
Technol. 3, 307-310 ARITHMETIC ALGORITHMS. 
VEDIC.MATHEMATICS. A discussion of elementary 
algorithms for multiplication, division, and root 
extraction, with brief historical notes. 
GLUSKIN, L M E SCHEIN, B M 1972 The theory of 
operations as the general theory of groups, by 
A.K.Suskevic Semigroup Forum 4, 367-371 GROUPS. 
OPERATIONS. SEMIGROUPS. A K SUSKEVICH. An 
historical review of the 1922 dissertation of the 
renowned Soviet algebraist, A K Suskevic. A short 
biography, emphasiiing his pioneering role in 
various axiomatic systems, most notably semigroups. 
A description of each of the eight chapters of 
the dissertation. References to lists of his 
publications. (Abstracted by David E Zitarelli) 
HENDERSON, George L 8 JOHNSON, Charles H 1972 
The Four Roles of Mathematics. A Libekal Arts 
Approach Boston (Prindle, Weber E Schmidt) 280 p 
TEXTBOOKS WITH HISTORICAL COMMENTARY. A textbook 
for general education courses in mathematics at 
the university level. It contains some historical 
commentary and references for outside reading, and 
it is accompanied by a paperback collection of 
historical anecdotes, The Other Side of the 
Equation by Howard W Eves, 1972 (Prindle, Weber 
& Schmidt). 
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ANONYMOUS 1972 Brief history of measurement systems 
with a chart of the modernized metric system. 
Washington, DC National Bureau of Standards 
(Special Publication 304 A, Revised October 1972), 
U S Government Printing Office 4 P 254 
MENSURATION. METRIC SYSTEM. A two-page histori- 
cal sketch of measurement systems, the English 
system and the metric system, with a two-page 
spread of a chart of the major units (available 
separately for use as a full scale wall chart from 
the LJSGPO for 55#). 
GRATTAN-GUINNESS, I 1972 University mathematics at 
the turn of the century. Unpublished recollections 
of W. H. Young Annals of Science 28, 369-384 
UNIVERSITY EDUCATION. GRACE CHISHOLM YOUNG. 
WILLIAM HENRY YOUNG. XX. The paper is based 
primarily on an unpublished report on university 
education in Europe, prepared by the Youngs during 
World War I. 
DEMIDOV, S S & TYULINA, I A, Editors 1972 Problemy 
istorii matematiki i mekhaniki Moscow (Vypusk I. 
Izd. Mosk. Univ.) 146 p HISTORY OF MATHEMATICS 
SERIALS. This collection consists of the work of 
participants in the seminar on the history of math- 
ematics and mechanics at the Moscow State University. 
It is divided into approximately equal sections on 
mathematics and mechanics. An introduction mentions 
that the seminar dates to before World War II and 
has met on a weekly basis since 1945. Individual 
articles will be abstracted. 
BARNES, C W 1972 The representation of primes of the 
form 4n + 1 as the sum of two squares Enseignement 
Math. 18, 289-299 CONTINUED FRACTIONS. A M LEGENDRE. 
NUMBER THEORY. PRIMES. J SMITH. SUMS OF SQUARES. 
This article is concerned with the work of Legendre 
on representing a prime as a sum of two squares. A 
continued fraction construction, similar to those 
of Legendre, J A Serret, and J Smith, is given. 
(Abstracted by D E Kullman) 
